
Consolidating Segmentwise Non-Rigid Structure from Motion

3D error, runtime and number of Gauss-Newton solver iterations as the 
functions of the segment size, for the actor mocap sequence 
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SMSR [6] vs. CMDR (ours) on multiple sequences [3, 8, 9]

results of the ablation study (actop mocap)
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Method Overview
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Abstract

 Segmentwise data term: 

Segment trajectory smoothness: 

Subspace constraints on segment trajectories: 

Trajectory coefficient regularisation: 

Segment coherency regulariser 
(segment lifting for detection of topological changes): 

The energy functional of CMDR = 
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Energy Functional and Optimisation

# of residual

parameters:  

for global poses 

for segment orientations 
per every frame 

for DCT coefficients

for the lifting weights

Experimental Results

Comparison of methods on synthetic faces [3], observed by two different camera settings. 
CMDR achieves the third highest accuracy with a volatile difference to SMSR [6] and GM [7]
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(optimised with Levenberg-Marquardt)

We introduce a new segmentwise technique which consolidates multiple 
principles for NRSfM into a single energy-based framework. The energy functional of 
our CMDR approach is optimised by NLLS and includes terms allowing to define the 
deformation model and additional constraints simultaneously in the metric and 
trajectory spaces. CMDR achieves high accuracy on several tested sequences while 
providing robustness and scalability due to the spatial scene segmentation and the 
new lifted spatial Laplacian term. 
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